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A note from Jade Leighton’s journal Years ago, a tragic accident robbed me of my mother and emotions. Because I find beauty in
darkness and thrive outside social norms, I’ve been labeled a “freak” at school. I know my continued apathy hurts my loved ones,
but I’m not about to change. Nothing will ever hurt me again. Then I wake up in an alternate reality…and everything else has
changed. Goth is in. I’m considered cool, and my archenemy—the formerly popular Mercedes—is the freak. But my real friends
won’t talk to me...and the new boy is getting under my skin. As my world spins out of control, I’m desperate to return to normal.
But the more time that passes, the less I’m sure what “normal” really is.
Collects short tales about the choices people make in order to achieve a sense of happiness in their lives and the consequences
of their choice.
An ethnography of a postpunk subculture.
*** THE THRILLING RICHARD & JUDY BOOK CLUB PICK *** *** THE BBC TWO BETWEEN THE COVERS BOOK CLUB PICK
*** 'I haven't read anything this exciting since Gone Girl' - STEPHEN KING 'One of the most extraordinary thrillers of the year' DAILY MAIL 'A dark, audacious highwire act of a novel' - GUARDIAN ________________________________________ This is
the story of a murderer. A stolen child. Revenge. This is the story of Ted, who lives with his young daughter Lauren and his cat
Olivia in an ordinary house at the end of an ordinary street. All these things are true. And yet some of them are lies. An
unspeakable secret binds the family together, and when a new neighbour moves in next door, the truth may destroy them all.
Because there's something buried in the dark forest at the end of Needless Street. But it's not what you think... From the multiple
award-winning author of Little Eve and Rawblood, this extraordinary tale will thrill and move readers. A work of incredible
imagination and heartbreaking beauty. *** FILM RIGHTS OPTIONED BY IMAGINARIUM PRODUCTIONS *** *** RIGHTS SOLD
IN TWENTY TERRITORIES *** ________________________________________ 'Catriona Ward is the new face of literary dark
fiction' - SARAH PINBOROUGH 'Books like this don't come around too often' - JOANNE HARRIS 'Believe the hype... a
masterclass' - KIRAN MILLWOOD HARGRAVE 'A chilling and beautiful masterpiece of suspense. I was completely enthralled' JOE HILL 'A masterpiece. Beautiful, heartbreaking and quietly uplifting' - ALEX NORTH
This awesome journal is 7" x 10", with a glossy soft cover and has 150 lined pages (75 sheets) each with a full page pencil style
sketch of a wood coffin, including a "This Journal belongs To" page. This cool, novelty composition exercise notebook is great for
note taking in school, your personal journal, diary or an inspiration for your dark poetry, deep tragic thoughts or song lyrics, just to
name a few ideas. Perfect size to take with you so you don't miss those inspired moments. The best Halloween, birthday or
Christmas gift idea for that person in your life who likes dark poetry, scary horror movies, cemeteries, skeletons, skulls, the
macabre and everything gothic.
A January Book of the Month Pick “Miraculous and thrilling…A few pages in and I was determined to read every word Jess Kidd
has ever written.” —Diane Setterfield, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Once Upon a River “An impossible wonder: a book
for everyone, and yet somehow a book just for you...A sumptuous tour of Victorian London, resurrected here with a vigor and
vibrancy to rival The Crimson Petal and the White...Utterly magical.”—A.J. Finn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The
Woman in the Window “A perfect mix of hilarity, the macabre, and a touch of romance, Things in Jars is ridiculously entertaining,
all as it sneaks up and makes you feel things…Simply: Jess Kidd is so good it isn’t fair.” —Erika Swyler, bestselling author of The
Book of Speculation and Light from Other Stars In the dark underbelly of Victorian London, a formidable female sleuth is pulled
into the macabre world of fanatical anatomists and crooked surgeons while investigating the kidnapping of an extraordinary child in
this gothic mystery—perfect for fans of The Essex Serpent and The Book of Speculation. Bridie Devine—female detective
extraordinaire—is confronted with the most baffling puzzle yet: the kidnapping of Christabel Berwick, secret daughter of Sir Edmund
Athelstan Berwick, and a peculiar child whose reputed supernatural powers have captured the unwanted attention of collectors
trading curiosities in this age of discovery. Winding her way through the labyrinthine, sooty streets of Victorian London, Bridie
won’t rest until she finds the young girl, even if it means unearthing a past that she’d rather keep buried. Luckily, her search is
aided by an enchanting cast of characters, including a seven-foot tall housemaid; a melancholic, tattoo-covered ghost; and an
avuncular apothecary. But secrets abound in this foggy underworld where spectacle is king and nothing is quite what it seems.
Blending darkness and light, history and folklore, Things in Jars is a spellbinding Gothic mystery that collapses the boundary
between fact and fairy tale to stunning effect and explores what it means to be human in inhumane times.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - "It's Lovecraft meets the Brontës in Latin America, and after a slow-burn start Mexican Gothic
gets seriously weird."--The Guardian IN DEVELOPMENT AS A HULU ORIGINAL LIMITED SERIES PRODUCED BY KELLY RIPA
AND MARK CONSUELOS - WINNER OF THE LOCUS AWARD - NOMINATED FOR THE BRAM STOKER AWARD - NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New Yorker - Vanity Fair - NPR - The Washington Post - Tordotcom - Marie
Claire - Vox - Mashable - Men's Health - Library Journal - Book Riot - LibraryReads An isolated mansion. A chillingly charismatic
aristocrat. And a brave socialite drawn to expose their treacherous secrets. . . . From the author of Gods of Jade and Shadow
comes "a terrifying twist on classic gothic horror" (Kirkus Reviews) set in glamorous 1950s Mexico. After receiving a frantic letter
from her newly-wed cousin begging for someone to save her from a mysterious doom, Noemí Taboada heads to High Place, a
distant house in the Mexican countryside. She's not sure what she will find--her cousin's husband, a handsome Englishman, is a
stranger, and Noemí knows little about the region. Noemí is also an unlikely rescuer: She's a glamorous debutante, and her chic
gowns and perfect red lipstick are more suited for cocktail parties than amateur sleuthing. But she's also tough and smart, with an
indomitable will, and she is not afraid: Not of her cousin's new husband, who is both menacing and alluring; not of his father, the
ancient patriarch who seems to be fascinated by Noemí; and not even of the house itself, which begins to invade Noemi's dreams
with visions of blood and doom. Her only ally in this inhospitable abode is the family's youngest son. Shy and gentle, he seems to
want to help Noemí, but might also be hiding dark knowledge of his family's past. For there are many secrets behind the walls of
High Place. The family's once colossal wealth and faded mining empire kept them from prying eyes, but as Noemí digs deeper she
unearths stories of violence and madness. And Noemí, mesmerized by the terrifying yet seductive world of High Place, may soon
find it impossible to ever leave this enigmatic house behind. "It's as if a supernatural power compels us to turn the pages of the
gripping Mexican Gothic."--The Washington Post "Mexican Gothic is the perfect summer horror read, and marks Moreno-Garcia
with her hypnotic and engaging prose as one of the genre's most exciting talents."--Nerdist "A period thriller as rich in suspense as
it is in lush '50s atmosphere."--Entertainment Weekly
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After a close encounter with a bus, Alona Dare goes from homecoming queen to Queen of the Dead. She’s stuck as a ghost in
the land of the living with no sign of the big, bright light to take her to a better place. To make matters worse, the only person who
might be able to help her is Will Killian, a total loser outcast. More than anything, Will wishes he didn’t have the rare ability to
communicate with the dead, especially the former mean girl of Groundsboro High. He’s not filling out any volunteer forms to help
her cross to the other side, though it would bring him some welcome peace and quiet./DIV DIVCan they get over their mutual
distrust -- and quasi-attraction -- to work together? Readers of this spirited paranormal comedy won't want this odd couple to ever
part.

Itsuki Kamiyama and high school classmate Yoru Morino are obsessed with murder. They collect photos of gory crime
scenes, but it goes a bit beyond that. Morino dresses in the same clothes worn by murder victims, and Kamiyama visits
crime scenes to stand in the spots where the murder might have occurred. Apparently the area of Japan they live in is
populated exclusively by serial killers, all of whom are attracted to Morino. Their neighbors include the science teacher
who cuts off people's hands; the serial killer who keeps a self-incriminating diary; and the guy who buries people alive.
Pastel goth coloring book for adults with more than 50 kawaii Illustrations. this Pastel Goth Cute And Creepy Coloring
Book is filled with great collection of 50 different cute and creepy Illustrations such as Grim Reaper, Killer Bear, Black
Goat and many more.
L to R (Western Style). Ten stories of horror and science fiction from Japan’s hottest young author. In one story, the last
man on Earth turns out to be a robot. In another story, a man builds a house from the bodies of his murder victims. And in
the book’s eponymous story, a man sees his girlfriend’s corpse decompose… one Polaroid snapshot at a time!
The New York Times bestselling author of Promise Not to Tell returns with a simmering literary thriller about ghostly
secrets, dark choices, and the unbreakable bond between mothers and daughters . . . sometimes too unbreakable. West
Hall, Vermont, has always been a town of strange disappearances and old legends. The most mysterious is that of Sara
Harrison Shea, who, in 1908, was found dead in the field behind her house just months after the tragic death of her
daughter, Gertie. Now, in present day, nineteen-year-old Ruthie lives in Sara's farmhouse with her mother, Alice, and her
younger sister, Fawn. Alice has always insisted that they live off the grid, a decision that suddenly proves perilous when
Ruthie wakes up one morning to find that Alice has vanished without a trace. Searching for clues, she is startled to find a
copy of Sara Harrison Shea's diary hidden beneath the floorboards of her mother's bedroom. As Ruthie gets sucked
deeper into the mystery of Sara's fate, she discovers that she's not the only person who's desperately looking for
someone that they've lost. But she may be the only one who can stop history from repeating itself.
GOTH A Novel of HorrorTokyoPop
Nominated for the 2018 Lambda Literary Award for Fiction "Darkly funny and brilliantly human, urgently fantastical and
implacably realistic. This is one of the best short story collections I've read in years. It should be required reading for
anyone who's trying to understand America in 2017." —Paul La Farge, author of The Night Ocean The eight stories in
Things to Do When You're Goth in the Country paint a vivid image of people living on the fringes in America, people who
don't do what you might expect them to. Not stories of triumph over adversity, but something completely other. Described
in language that is brilliantly sardonic, Woods's characters return repeatedly to places where they don't belong—often the
places where they were born. In "Zombie," a coming-of-age story like no other, two young girls find friendship with a
mysterious woman in the local cemetery. "Take the Way Home That Leads Back to Sullivan Street" describes a lesbian
couple trying to repair their relationship by dropping acid at a Mensa party. In "A New Mohawk," a man in romantic
pursuit of a female political activist becomes inadvertently much more familiar with the Palestine/Israel conflict than
anyone would have thought possible. And in the title story, Woods brings us into the mind of a queer goth teenager who
faces ostracism from her small-town evangelical church. In the background are the endless American wars and
occupations and too many early deaths of friends and family. This is fiction that is fresh and of the moment, even as it is
timeless.
This gothic classic, “The Turn of the Screw” is one of the most famous ghost stories of all time. On Christmas Eve,
Douglas reads a manuscript written by a former acquaintance, the governess, whom Douglas claims to have known and
who is now dead. The manuscript tells the story of how the young governess is hired by a man who has become
responsible for his young nephew and niece after the tragic deaths of their parents. He is uninterested in raising the
children. The governess’s new employer gives her full responsibility for the young siblings and explicitly states that he is
not to be bothered with communications of any sort. Set in a remote estate this critically acclaimed novella tells the tale of
a governess who, looking after two children, becomes convinced that the grounds are haunted. This story has been
adapted many times for film and television, most recently in The Turning (2020). Famed for its ability to create an intimate
sense of confusion and suspense, this novella is a must-read for all horror and ghost story fans.
Morino is the strangest girl in school—how could she not be, given her obsession with brutal murders? And there are
plenty of murders to grow obsessed with, as the town in which she lives is a magnet for serial killers. She and her
schoolmate will go to any length to investigate the murders, even putting their own bodies on the line. And they don’t
want to stop the killers—Morino and her friend simply want to understand them. This new Haikasoru edition features the
previously untranslated bonus novelette, “Morino’s Souvenir Photo.” -- VIZ Media
Chris Riddell's Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse is the beautifully illustrated winner of the Costa Children's Book Award. Ada
Goth is the only child of Lord Goth. The two live together in the enormous Ghastly-Gorm Hall. Lord Goth believes that children
should be heard and not seen, so Ada has to wear large clumpy boots so that he can always hear her coming. This makes it hard
for her to make friends and, if she's honest, she's rather lonely. Then one day William and Emily Cabbage come to stay at the
house and, together with a ghostly mouse called Ishmael, the three children begin to unravel a dastardly plot that Maltravers, the
mysterious indoor gamekeeper, is hatching. Ada and her friends must work together to foil Maltravers before it's too late!
Finally, There Is a Coloring Book Full of Kawaii Spooky Creatures of All Kind! What You Will Find Inside this Pastel Kawaii Goth
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Cute and Creepy Coloring Book: Nice Large Format (8.5 by 11 Inch) For Maximum Chaos and Creativity Professionally Designed
pages, No-Repeat Single-Sided Pages only To Minimize Bleed-Through Premium Glossy Cover FOR MORE ACTIVITY BOOKS
CLICK ON THE AUTHOR NAME - HAROSIGN STORE
Containing more than 200 images from the archives of Charles S. Anderson Design Co. and a sharply hilarious text by the main
writer and host of the legendary "Mystery Science Theater 3000," this is a kitsch and campy testament to America's love of horror.
In these preternatural tales, a girl creates a cell phone in her imagination, with which she can communicate with others...A young
boy discovers his new friend has the power to heal others-and learns about true friendship and sacrifice...And the restorative
power of love confronts the tragedy and horror of a deadly train accident. -- VIZ Media
Goth Chic is the first book to properly explore Gothic culture in the modern world. Gavin Baddeley unearths hidden gems from the
underground alongside better-known manifestations, including horror comics, fetish clubs, Goth-rock superstars and vampire
cultists. The result is a book that provides a peerless primer for Gothic culture novices and an incisive analysis to challenge and
compel even the most seasoned veteran of this dark underworld.
A coming of age story, right after death. L to R (Western Style). Two short novels, including the title story and Black Fairy Tale,
plus a bonus short story. Summer is a simple story of a nine-year-old girl who dies while on summer vacation. While her youthful
killers try to hide the her body, she tells us the story—from the POV of her dead body—of the boys' attempt to get away murder.
Black Fairy Tale is classic J-horror: a young girl loses an eye in an accident, but receives a transplant. Now she can see again, but
what she sees out of her new left eye is the experiences and memories of its previous owner. Its previous deceased owner.
Nostalgia or Perversion? Gothic Rewriting from the Eighteenth Century until the Present Day presents an interdisciplinary
approach to an important aspect of Gothic texts, films, and music: that of rewriting. From the eighteenth-century Gothic novel to
present-day vampire films and Goth music, the genre is characterised by its nostalgic reflection on past worlds, narratives, and
identities. Gothic nostalgia is often accompanied by a transgressive drive, resulting in perversions of the rewritten past—the modern
vampire is no longer embodied evil but an attractive dandy, while Goth subcultures reflect on Victorian aesthetics but pervert them
by adding fetishist elements. Gothic nostalgia transforms the past, turning it upside down, foregrounding its background, and
corrupting its order. In this volume an international group of philosophy, literature, film, and music scholars investigates the
instrumental role of nostalgia and perversion in the Gothic’s rewriting of the past. If elements of both nostalgia and perversion are
operative in Gothic rewriting, how are they connected? How do they play out in differing media? How do they change audiences’
views on the relationships between binaries such as past and present, other and self, and norm and deviation? Nostalgia or
Perversion brings together the early Gothic novel, present-day female and black Gothic literature, Goth subculture and music, and
the imagery of horror films and comic books, thus broadening the definition of ‘Gothic’ from a literary genre to a gesture of
pervasive cultural criticism. The interdisciplinary analysis of nostalgia and perversion in Gothic rewriting uncovers wholly new
insights into the artistic and social functions of the Gothic, making the volume useful to both scholars and students. As the essays
reflect on academic as well as popular texts and media, it is also accessible to general readers. "Nostalgia or Perversion provides
a sophisticated analysis of how the Gothic radically rewrites the past, not as nostalgia but as a calculated act of transgression. The
past and how its reconstructions break down the boundaries between real and unreal, and normal and abnormal, is examined
across a range of different media, including novels, films, comic books, television and music. The essays in this collection also
address how this issue shapes Gothic formulations of race, sexuality, and gender. Both ambitious in scope and focused and
rigorous in its analysis, this book provides a critically important re-evaluation of the Gothic tradition." —Andrew Smith, University of
Glamorgan (UK).
The Phantom of the Opera is the most famous work of French author Gaston Leroux. First published in French as a serial in 1909,
the story revolves around the young, Swedish Christine Daaé. Her father, a famous musician, dies, and she is raised in the Paris
Opera House with his dying promise of a protective angel of music to guide her. After a time at the opera house, she begins
hearing a voice, who eventually teaches her how to sing beautifully. All goes well until Christine's childhood friend Raoul comes to
visit his parents, who are patrons of the opera, and he sees Christine when she begins singing successfully on the stage. The
voice, who is the deformed, murderous 'ghost' of the opera house named Erik, however, grows violent in his terrible jealousy, until
Christine suddenly disappears. The phantom is in love, but it can only spell disaster. Part horror story, part historical romance, and
part detective thriller, the timeless tale of a masked, disfigured musical genius who lives beneath the Paris Opera House is familiar
to millions of readers, as well as to movie and theater-goers. At the heart of the story's long-standing popularity lies its questioning
of a universal theme: the relationship between outward appearance and the beauty or darkness of the human soul. Despite finding
little success in print after its 1911 publication, interest in and acclaim for Gaston Leroux’s ‘The Phantom of the Opera’
intensified as a result of numerous film and stage adaptations, most notably Andrew Lloyd Webber’s 1986 stage adaptation.
The Castle of Otranto is a book by Horace Walpole first published in 1764 and generally regarded as the first gothic novel. In the
second edition, Walpole applied the word 'Gothic' to the novel in the subtitle - "A Gothic Story". The novel merged medievalism
and terror in a style that has endured ever since. The aesthetics of the book shaped modern-day gothic books, films, art, music
and the goth subculture
Before they were friends, he had already noticed her. He wanted her hands - those beautiful, enchanting hands - to himself. And
he hoped that the local madman who had been "collecting" the hands of anything that moved - babies, children, men, women,
animals - would get them for him...until the day she asked him to teach her how to smile. -- VIZ Media
A definitive collection of stories from the unrivaled master of twentieth-century horror in a Penguin Classics Deluxe edition with
cover art by Travis Louie Frequently imitated and widely influential, Howard Philips Lovecraft reinvented the horror genre in the
1920s, discarding ghosts and witches and instead envisioning mankind as a tiny outpost of dwindling sanity in a chaotic and
malevolent universe. S. T. Joshi, Lovecraft's preeminent interpreter, presents a selection of the master's fiction, from the early
tales of nightmares and madness such as "The Outsider" to the overpowering cosmic terror of "The Call of Cthulhu." More than
just a collection of terrifying tales, this volume reveals the development of Lovecraft's mesmerizing narrative style and establishes
him as a canonical - and visionary - American writer. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of
classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the
best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced
by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by awardwinning translators.
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If all books are gateways to other realities, then Grimoire is a portal into a realm of the most profound darkness, a twilight world of
black flowers thriving under the monstrous shadows cast forth across time by the writers and poets of the 19th-century French
Decadence, the art of the Surrealists, and the weird fictions of H.P. Lovecraft and his acolytes. Each of the eleven stories, or NeoGoth Narratives, which make up this collection presents the reader with a worldview of cosmic nihilism, a morbid atmosphere
haunted by the revenants of the fin de siecle practitioners of black magic. Those who lose themselves in these sunless and
Satanic vistas will learn arcane words of power, experience forbidden knowledge, and encounter fantastic and grotesque alien
beings whose forms and powers we are unable to comprehend, whose very presence can drive one to insanity. Grimoire is no
mere book: it is a 90,000 word scream from the Abyss of non-existence, a descent into Hell itself, a dream journal of God's
nightmares. Let the Danse Macabre begin!
Haunted houses, bitter revenants and muffled heartbeats under floorboards Ñ the American gothic is a macabre tale based on a
true story. Part memoir and part cultural critique, Darkly reveals the heart of AmericaÕs darkness in the specters left from chattel
slavery and the persistence of white supremacy. Locating the gothic in technologies of terror, the insurgency of melancholy, and
the guilty conscience of a country that got away with murder, Darkly shows how this trauma has been metabolized into art, music,
film, and literature. America's story is founded in horror, with a culture shaped from the Black experience, proving that you canÕt
get more goth than Black.
Young John Harper guards his father's secret although many people try to find out the truth.
This interdisciplinary collection brings together world leaders in Gothic Studies, offering dynamic new readings on popular Gothic
cultural productions from the last decade. Topics covered include, but are not limited to: contemporary High Street Goth/ic fashion,
Gothic performance and art festivals, Gothic popular fiction from Twilight to Shadow of the Wind, Goth/ic popular music, Goth/ic on
TV and film, new trends like Steampunk, well-known icons Batman and Lady Gaga, and theorizations of popular Gothic monsters
(from zombies and vampires to werewolves and ghosts) in an age of terror/ism.
In the context of the current explosion of interest in Gothic literature and popular culture, this interdisciplinary collection of essays
explores for the first time the rich and long-standing relationship between war and the Gothic. Critics have described the global
Seven Year’s War as the "crucible" from which the Gothic genre emerged in the eighteenth century. Since then, the Gothic has
been a privileged mode for representing violence and extreme emotions and situations. Covering the period from the American
Civil War to the War on Terror, this collection examines how the Gothic has provided writers an indispensable toolbox for
narrating, critiquing, and representing real and fictional wars. The book also sheds light on the overlap and complicity between
Gothic aesthetics and certain aspects of military experience, including the bodily violation and mental dissolution of combat, the
dehumanization of "others," psychic numbing, masculinity in crisis, and the subjective experience of trauma and memory.
Engaging with popular forms such as young adult literature, gaming, and comic books, as well as literature, film, and visual art,
War Gothic provides an important and timely overview of war-themed Gothic art and narrative by respected experts in the field of
Gothic Studies. This book makes important contributions to the fields of Gothic Literature, War Literature, Popular Culture,
American Studies, and Film, Television & Media.
“Told with icy precision of eye and ear and a wink of wicked humor . . . First-rate haunted-house creepiness” from the bestselling
author of Summer of ’42 (Kirkus Reviews). Austin Fletcher, a disturbed young Vietnam War vet, is willed a small house deep in
the woods of northern Maine. He comes to own it by the generosity of a brother-in-arms—a fellow soldier and confidante, Maynard
Whittier, killed in action by a wayward mortar shell. The rugged landscape of Maine is an intoxicating blend of claustrophobic
interiors and endless frozen wastelands. Little by little, the mysterious force in the house asserts itself until Austin isn’t exactly
sure what is in his mind and what is real. And just when our hero’s had enough and is ready to quit the place, a blizzard arrives
and the real haunting begins. “An unsettling experience . . . Confounding, touching and well-written.” —The New York Times Book
Review
The Gothic is wildly diverse. It can refer to ecclesiastical architecture, supernatural fiction, cult horror films, and a distinctive style
of rock music. It has influenced political theorists and social reformers, as well as Victorian home décor and contemporary fashion.
Nick Groom shows how the Gothic has come to encompass so many meanings by telling the story of the Gothic from the ancient
tribe who sacked Rome to the alternative subculture of the present day. This unique Very Short Introduction reveals that the
Gothic has predominantly been a way of understanding and responding to the past. Time after time, the Gothic has been invoked
in order to reveal what lies behind conventional history. It is a way of disclosing secrets, whether in the constitutional politics of
seventeenth-century England or the racial politics of the United States. While contexts change, the Gothic perpetually regards the
past with fascination, both yearning and horrified. It reminds us that neither societies nor individuals can escape the consequences
of their actions. The anatomy of the Gothic is richly complex and perversely contradictory, and so the thirteen chapters here range
deliberately widely. This is the first time that the entire story of the Gothic has been written as a continuous history: from the
historians of late antiquity to the gardens of Georgian England, from the mediaeval cult of the macabre to German Expressionist
cinema, from Elizabethan Revenge Tragedy to American consumer society, from folk ballads to vampires, from the past to the
present. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in
almost every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
Since it first emerged from Britain’s punk-rock scene in the late 1970s, goth subculture has haunted postmodern culture and
society, reinventing itself inside and against the mainstream. Goth: Undead Subculture is the first collection of scholarly essays
devoted to this enduring yet little examined cultural phenomenon. Twenty-three essays from various disciplines explore the music,
cinema, television, fashion, literature, aesthetics, and fandoms associated with the subculture. They examine goth’s many
dimensions—including its melancholy, androgyny, spirituality, and perversity—and take readers inside locations in Los Angeles,
Austin, Leeds, London, Buffalo, New York City, and Sydney. A number of the contributors are or have been participants in the
subculture, and several draw on their own experiences. The volume’s editors provide a rich history of goth, describing its play of
resistance and consumerism; its impact on class, race, and gender; and its distinctive features as an “undead” subculture in light
of post-subculture studies and other critical approaches. The essays include an interview with the distinguished fashion historian
Valerie Steele; analyses of novels by Anne Rice, Poppy Z. Brite, and Nick Cave; discussions of goths on the Internet; and
readings of iconic goth texts from Bram Stoker’s Dracula to James O’Barr’s graphic novel The Crow. Other essays focus on
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gothic music, including seminal precursors such as Joy Division and David Bowie, and goth-influenced performers such as the
Cure, Nine Inch Nails, and Marilyn Manson. Gothic sexuality is explored in multiple ways, the subjects ranging from the San
Francisco queercore scene of the 1980s to the increasing influence of fetishism and fetish play. Together these essays
demonstrate that while its participants are often middle-class suburbanites, goth blurs normalizing boundaries even as it appears
as an everlasting shadow of late capitalism. Contributors: Heather Arnet, Michael Bibby, Jessica Burstein, Angel M. Butts, Michael
du Plessis, Jason Friedman, Nancy Gagnier, Ken Gelder, Lauren M. E. Goodlad, Joshua Gunn, Trevor Holmes, Paul Hodkinson,
David Lenson, Robert Markley, Mark Nowak, Anna Powell, Kristen Schilt, Rebecca Schraffenberger, David Shumway, Carol
Siegel, Catherine Spooner, Lauren Stasiak, Jeffrey Andrew Weinstock
Death is a funny old business, especially when all existence is controlled by a ditzy, ethereal Good God and naughty Evil God who
have lost the keys to heaven...
In a wide ranging series of introductory essays written by some of the leading figures in the field, this essential guide explores the
world of Gothic in all its myriad forms throughout the mid-eighteenth Century to the internet age. The Routledge Companion to
Gothic includes discussion on: the history of Gothic gothic throughout the English-speaking world i.e. London and USA as well as
the postcolonial landscapes of Australia, Canada and the Indian subcontinent key themes and concepts ranging from hauntings
and the uncanny; Gothic femininities and queer Gothic gothic in the modern world, from youth to graphic novels and films. With
ideas for further reading, this book is one of the most comprehensive and up-to-date guides on the diverse and murky world of the
gothic in literature, film and culture.
This striking collection presents the most remarkable short works of Junji Ito’s career, featuring an adaptation of Rampo
Edogawa’s classic horror story “Human Chair” and fan favorite “The Enigma of Amigara Fault.” With a deluxe
presentation—including special color pages, and showcasing illustrations from his acclaimed long-form manga No Longer
Human—each chilling tale invites readers to revel in a world of terror. -- VIZ Media
'Goth Chic' explores gothic culture in the modern world. It examines and identifies hidden gems from the underground alongside
better known mainstream manifestations, looking at all the facets of the culture.
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